
Ed ailliems 	 3/3/98 
205 Begot V)t., 
Kingeton, Ontario E71 
CANADA 

Dear Ed, 

Thanks for 01.1 copy of Prof. 

I was and I remain satisfied thee aay was not a conscious part of any 

conspiracy to kill Aing. I proved that as his investigator in the evidentiary 

hexing my work rot him, but the judge, as they can, decided against the 

evidence. 

I 	did believe his story about ho:: he got those aliases. But he keee 
believed it important for him to live byLGerta so he never said a thing that 

could direct no to pnyone else. 

I Dever hear/from kantik once i raised questions about his belief. lie 
could not answer than and in this bit ignores thorn. They  are sit)le common 

sense and if you have enough education you do not need any common sense. 

The autopsy film said to be original disprove:; the official assassina-

tion story. Why would anyene create fakes to destroy the purpose of making 

fakes? 

17izurtik says that the 6.5 fragment was at the back of the skull in a sense 

that mem that was There it should have been if fired by Oeeald. That is where 

it would not have been. 

Be has no motive for his invention of a piece being cut out of the X—ray 

and to make it sillier he wive that was "in the shape of a 6.5 fragment." 

There is no such thing as such a "shape." I think he refers to the round shape, 

as slideg(off as the urologist did. 'the more likely probability is that it was 

a piece of the thin jacket of a very frangible bullet. 

All those dust—like fragments that the pathologists saw in those X—rays 

are enough to destroy the official story, so that would never have been created 

to deceive and mislead. Impossible for that kind of lullep 
.k• 

Eany tOhn 	and best wishes, 
1 
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